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Abstract 
The Wisting field is located on the Bjarmeland Platform northeast of the Maud Basin and 

adjacent to the Hoop Fault Complex. It is Norway’s northernmost oilfield to be developed. 3D 

high resolution P-Cable seismic data from the field display shallow (< 200 m below the seabed) 

monoclines in Upper Jurassic – Lower Cretaceous strata above normal faults, while the Upper 

Triassic – Middle Jurassic strata are faulted. These monoclines are extensional fault-

propagation folds. This thesis analyzes one of these monoclines along a NNE-SSW fault. The 

purpose of the study is to characterize geometrically the monocline. In addition, trishear 

modelling is performed on four sections across the monocline, to reconstruct fold growth, strain, 

and potential minor structures. The interpreted Upper Triassic to Lower Cretaceous horizons 

(intra-Fruholmen to top Kolje formations) are pre-tectonic successions. The main tectonic event 

in this area was in the Early Cretaceous (Aptian–Albian), during the deposition of the Kolmule 

Formation. Fault throw is greatest towards the NE (~60 m) where the fault breaches the 

monocline. Towards the SW, the throw decreases and it is transferred to another fault in a relay 

structure. Bedding data and curvature analysis show that the monocline approaches a cylindrical 

shape. Trishear modeling indicates that the fault propagated from the Upper Triassic to the 

Upper Jurassic successions along most of its length. However, in the northernmost section, the 

fault propagated from the Middle Jurassic to the Lower Cretaceous successions. The predicted 

fault slip is consistent with the interpretation, but the predicted fault propagation to slip (P/S) 

decreases from south (P/S = 2.8) to north (P/S = 2.2). Areas on the forelimb of the monocline 

subject to higher strain magnitudes and potential high-angle fractures could be prone to fluids 

migrating to the surface. The evolution of the monocline is related to the mechanical 

stratigraphy; the folded upper strata mainly consist of shale and are ductile, while the lower 

faulted strata mainly consist of sandstones and are brittle. 
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1 Introduction 
The western Barents Sea has experienced a complex geological evolution, which today is 

represented by several sedimentary basins, structural highs, fault complexes and widespread 

platform areas (Doré, 1995; Henriksen et al., 2011b). The Wisting field is in the Norwegian 

Barents Sea on the Bjarmeland Platform northeast of the Maud Basin and adjacent to the Hoop 

Fault Complex (Figure 1A, B & C). The area has experienced Neogene uplift and erosion of 

~1.3-1.7 km (depending on the estimation methods used) of Cretaceous and Cenozoic 

sediments (Gabrielsen et al., 1990; Granli et al., 2017; Lasabuda et al., 2021). The Wisting field 

is an oil discovery, and the main reservoirs are in Upper Triassic to Middle Jurassic sandstones 

of the Realgrunnen Subgroup (Stueland, 2016). These reservoirs are today at very shallow 

depth, less than 500 m below the seabed, and they are highly compartmentalized by faults 

(Paulsen et al., 2019).  

 
Figure 1: Location map of (A) the Barents Sea, (B) the Wisting Field, and (C) the study area. (A) WMS from Norwegian Polar 
Institute (2020), (B) and (C) from NPD Factmaps (NPD, 2021) 
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The Wisting field is affected by an orthorhombic fault system consisting of NNE–SSW and 

WNW–ESE trending faults (Figure 2; Kjølhamar, 2015; Collanega et al., 2017). These faults 

offset the Triassic-Jurassic succession and terminate upwards in the overlying Cretaceous 

succession, which is folded and form “flexures” or monoclines (Figure 3). The subject of study 

in this thesis is one of these monoclines above a NNE-SSW trending normal fault (Figure 2 and 

3). 

 
Figure 2: Variance depth slice displaying the orthorhombic fault system in the Wisting field 

 

The monoclines in the Wisting area are extensional fault-propagation folds, where normal 

displacement along the underlying fault transitions upwards into a fold in the overlying 

sediments (Coleman et al., 2019). These folds are often developed in thick shale deposits 

overlying the propagating fault (Lewis et al., 2015). The incompetent rocks inhibit fault 

propagation and accommodate fault displacement by folding (Ferrill et al., 2012).
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Figure 3: Faults offset the Triassic, Lower- and Middle Jurassic successions and terminate upwards into folds in the overlying Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous successions. The rectangle 
marks the monocline studied in this thesis. Vertical exaggeration (VE) = 4.0. 
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The trishear kinematic model (Erslev, 1991; Allmendinger, 1998) has been applied to both 

compressional and extensional fault-propagation folds, and it has been found that this model 

replicates well the geometry and strain of these structures (Allmendinger, 1998; Cardozo et al., 

2011; Hardy & Allmendinger, 2011; among others). Trishear is a relatively simple, incremental 

kinematic model for fault propagation folding. One issue with trishear, however, is that the 

model parameters cannot be determined directly from the geometry of the fold (Allmendinger, 

1998). However, by performing trishear inverse modelling, we can find the model parameters 

that best fit and restore the structure (Allmendinger, 1998; Cardozo & Aanonsen, 2009; 

Cardozo et al., 2011). In addition, the uncertainty of the model parameters describing the fold 

geometry can be characterized (Cardozo & Aanonsen, 2009; Oakley & Fisher, 2015; Cardozo 

& Oakley, 2019). 

1.1 Objectives 
This study has two main objectives. First, to complete a careful geometrical description and 

characterization of an extensional fault-propagation fold in the Wisting field, Norwegian 

Barents Sea. For this objective, a 3D geological model consistent with the interpretation of the 

seismic horizons was constructed to describe: 

• The interpreted horizons and their geometries 

• Faults and their geometries 

• Horizon-fault intersections or cutoffs 

• Fault displacement distribution (e.g. throw)  

The second objective is to perform kinematic modelling of the fault-propagation fold using the 

trishear model. Four depth-converted seismic sections perpendicular to the monocline were 

selected and used for the modelling. Fault slip, fault propagation to fault slip ratio (P/S), and 

the initial and final depth of the fault tip can be determined from the modelling. These results 

are integrated to propose an evolutionary model of the monocline. Additionally, as this fold is 

in a heavily compartmentalized and shallow oil field, these results can be used to evaluate the 

risk for upward fluid flow along faults and related monoclines in this area.
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2 Geological Setting 
The Barents Sea covers a shallow shelf area extending from the deeper Norwegian-Greenland 

Sea in the west to Novaya Zemlya in the east, and from the Norwegian and Russian coast in the 

south to Svalbard and the Arctic Ocean in the north (Figure 4). The major sedimentary basins 

are found just west of Novaya Zemlya, in the eastern part of the Barents Sea, while the western 

part has a different structural style consisting of smaller basins, structural highs and more 

widespread platform areas (Figure 4; Doré, 1995; Smelror et al., 2009; Henriksen et al., 2011b). 

The Bjarmeland Platform and the Hoop Fault Complex (with bold letters on Figure 4) are two 

of many structural elements of the western Barents Shelf which developed because of the 

tectonic history of the area. Within these tectonic provinces, or structural elements, different 

formations are found (Dallmann, 1999). In the study area, the Fruholmen and Stø formations 

of the Realgrunnen Subgroup (Kapp Toscana Group), and the Fuglen, Hekkingen, Klippfisk, 

Kolje and Kolmule formations of the Adventdalen Group are present (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 4: Location map of the western Barents Sea and the main tectonic provinces in this area. The Bjarmeland platform and 
Hoop Fault Complex are in bold letters. The study area is marked with a red pin. Base map from Norwegian Polar Institute 
(2020) and structural elements from NPD Factmaps  (NPD, 2021). 
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The main geological setting of the Barents Shelf can be explained by two major continental 

collision events, three extensional episodes, and several uplift events (Figure 5; Faleide et al., 

1993; Henriksen et al., 2011b). However, several minor tectonic phases have also contributed 

on a more local scale (Smelror et al., 2009). The main tectonic events and stratigraphic 

formations from the Middle/Upper Paleozoic to Cenozoic are shown on Figure 5. 

2.1 Tectonic framework 
The first major continental collision event in the Barents Sea was the Caledonian Orogeny 

between Laurentia and Baltica, which led to the closure of the Iapetus Ocean (Doré, 1995). This 

orogeny initiated in the Middle Ordovician, but the main tectonism was in the Silurian 

(Henriksen et al., 2011b).  In general, the NE-SW structural orientation observed in the 

southwestern Barents Shelf, follows the principal Caledonian trend (Doré, 1995). The Permian 

– Triassic Uralian Orogeny also affected the Barents Shelf (Gudlaugsson et al., 1998; Petrov et 

al., 2008). The Caledonian Orogeny created positive topography to the west and a sediment 

distribution drainage system to the east. This pattern was reversed during the Uralian Orogeny 

where uplift affected the eastern Barents Shelf, causing sediment input to the west (Henriksen 

et al., 2011b). 

Three dominant extensional episodes can be identified on the Barents Shelf: (1) post-

Caledonian extension in the Late Paleozoic; (2) Middle Jurassic – Early Cretaceous extension 

associated with the Atlantic rifting; and (3) Tertiary extension particularly in the western 

Barents Sea related to the opening of the Norwegian-Greenland Sea during the Early Eocene, 

approximately 55-54 Ma (Faleide et al., 1993; Doré, 1995; Worsley, 2008; Smelror et al., 2009; 

Henriksen et al., 2011b). These extensional events resulted in the development of several major 

rift basins and widespread platform areas throughout the Barents Shelf. 

The initiation of several sedimentary basins in the western Barents Sea (e.g., Nordkapp Basin 

and possibly also the Hammerfest Basin) may have started during the Late Paleozoic rifting 

(Gudlaugsson et al., 1998; Henriksen et al., 2011b). In the Triassic, the western Barents Sea 

experienced quiescence and thermal subsidence, but some tectonic movements are identified 

on the Bjarmeland Platform (Smelror et al., 2009) and Nordkapp Basin (Rojo et al., 2019). 

Uplift and erosion affected the shelf in the Late Triassic – Early Jurassic, eroding sediments 

from this stratigraphic interval (Smelror et al., 2009). The major basins and structural highs we 

recognize today in the western Barents Sea are believed to have been formed by the extension 

in Middle Jurassic – Early Cretaceous (Gabrielsen et al., 1990; Henriksen et al., 2011b).  
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Figure 5: Lithostratigraphy and main tectonic events of the western Barents Sea. Modified from Glørstad-Clark et al. (2010). 
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Thick Cretaceous strata are recognized within several basins. They are the result of subsidence 

during this period, together with sediment infill from the uplifted northeastern Barents Shelf 

(Smelror et al., 2009; Henriksen et al., 2011b). Further west, thicker Cenozoic strata are 

observed. These strata were deposited during Cenozoic subsidence and considerable sediment 

transport from the uplifted shelf to the north and east (Smelror et al., 2009). However, on 

structural platforms (e.g. the Bjarmeland Platform), the Cenozoic strata underlying the 

Quaternary strata are completely eroded (Gabrielsen et al., 1990).  

In the study area, the base of the Quaternary glacial deposits uncomfortably overlies the Lower 

Cretaceous strata (Figure 6). This unconformity is called the Upper Regional Unconformity 

(URU) and is recognized in the western Barents Shelf (Henriksen et al., 2011b; Faleide et al., 

2019). It was caused by Paleogene to recent uplift and erosion of the shelf east of the western 

margin (Riis & Fjeldskaar, 1992; Riis, 1996; Henriksen et al., 2011a; Henriksen et al., 2011b). 

The erosion during the late Pliocene and Pleistocene glaciations shaped the URU and had large 

impact on the geology of the Barents Sea (Gabrielsen et al., 1990; Smelror et al., 2009; Bellwald 

et al., 2019).  The erosion products from the glaciations were mainly deposited in the western 

margin during the Late Pliocene – Pleistocene (Worsley, 2008; Smelror et al., 2009). 

A high exploration risk in the Barents Sea is related to the integrity of reservoirs and cap rocks 

(top seals) due to the tectonic history of the area, specially the uplift and erosion events (Paulsen 

et al., 2019). However, hydrocarbon discoveries are found at the Wisting field where the 

reservoirs are at shallow depth, less than 500 m below the seabed (Stueland, 2016), and they 

are highly compartmentalized by faults. 

2.1.1 Bjarmeland Platform 

The Bjarmeland platform is a widespread area, which is believed to have been relatively stable 

since the Late Paleozoic (Gabrielsen et al., 1990). Other structural elements are located within 

the platform, e.g., the Maud Basin and part of the Hoop Fault Complex.
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Figure 6: Seismic line covering the study area and nearby regions. Note that the Tertiary and Upper Cretaceous successions are missing in the study area. The seabed is located at approximately 
400 m depth. VE = 4.0.
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2.1.2 Hoop Fault Complex 

The NE – SW trending Hoop Fault Complex is one of the principal fault complexes on the SW 

Barents Shelf and is considered an older zone of weakness (Gabrielsen et al., 1990; Collanega 

et al., 2017). Tectonic movement in the central part of the complex is believed to have affected 

the Late Paleozoic depositional pattern (Gabrielsen et al., 1990). The Hoop Fault Complex is 

dominated by normal faulting, and it is believed to have been reactivated in the Middle Triassic, 

Late Jurassic – Early Cretaceous and Tertiary (Gabrielsen et al., 1990). 

Collanega et al. (2017) discuss the orthorhombic style of the Hoop Fault Complex and they 

recognize four fault systems of different orientations: NE–SW, N–S, NNE–SSW and WNW-

ESE (Figure 7). These fault systems formed during the late Mesozoic–Cenozoic, influenced by 

both the Atlantic and Arctic rift events (Collanega et al., 2017). A study of the area centered 

around the Hoop Fault Complex by Faleide et al. (2019) suggests a likely Aptian–early Albian 

age for the main Early Cretaceous faulting in the Hoop area.  

 
Figure 7: Four main fault systems in the Hoop Fault Complex identified by Collanega et al. (2017). Modified from 
Collanega et al. (2017).  
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2.2 Stratigraphic framework 

2.2.1 Realgrunnen Subgroup 

The Upper Triassic to Middle Jurassic stratigraphic succession in the Barents Sea is represented 

by the Realgrunnen Subgroup within the Kapp Toscana Group, and from oldest to youngest 

this Subgroup consists of the following formations: Fruholmen, Nordmela, Tubåen and Stø 

(Figure 8; Dallmann, 1999). The Realgrunnen Subgroup contains the main reservoirs in the 

Wisting field (Granli et al., 2017). The following sections describe the formations belonging to 

the Realgrunnen Subgroup and which are present in the study area. 

2.2.1.1 Fruholmen Formation 

The Fruholmen Formation is of Norian to Rhaetian age (Triassic/Jurassic boundary). It consists 

mainly of shale at  the base of the formation, whereas interbedded sandstones, shales and coals 

are more common up-section (Worsley et al., 1988). The depositional environment is open 

marine to fluvial and fluviodeltaic (Dallmann, 1999). 

2.2.1.2 Stø Formation 

The Stø Formation is of late Pliensbachian to Bajocian age. It consists of sandstone, shale and 

siltstone, where mineralogically mature and moderate to well-sorted sandstones dominate 

(Worsley et al., 1988). The sandstones were deposited in a prograding coastal regime where 

siltstone and shale intervals indicate transgressive episodes during the late Toarcian and late 

Aalenian (Dallmann, 1999). The Stø Formation has excellent reservoir qualities and is the most 

important reservoir in the Wisting field (Granli et al., 2017). 
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Figure 8: Stratigraphic framework of the main Upper Triassic, Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous successions in the western 
Barents Sea. Modified from Nøttvedt et al. (1993). 

 

2.2.2 Adventdalen Group 

The Upper Jurassic – Lower Cretaceous succession on the Barents Shelf is represented by the 

Adventdalen Group, which from oldest to youngest is subdivided into the following formations: 

Fuglen, Hekkingen, Knurr, Klippfisk, Kolje and Kolmule (Dallmann, 1999). The Klippfisk and 

Knurr formations are time equivalent, but the Klippfisk Formation is more present on platform 

areas and changes laterally into the more basinal Knurr Formation (Smelror et al., 1998).  

Marine shales or mudstones dominate in the Adventdalen Group, but deltaic/shelf sandstones 

and thin carbonate beds are also present (Figure 8; Dallmann, 1999). The Adventdalen group is 

essential for the petroleum system of the Barents Sea as the Hekkingen Formation is an 

important hydrocarbon source rock, and the Fuglen Formation acts as a cap rock (Dallmann, 

1999; Klausen et al., 2019). The following sections describe the formations belonging to the 

Adventdalen Group and which are present in the study area. 
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2.2.2.1 Fuglen Formation 

The Fuglen Formation is of late Bathonian to middle Oxfordian age. It consists mainly of 

mudstone with thin limestone interbeds deposited in a marine shelf setting (Dallmann, 1999). 

The Fuglen Formation is immediately above the reservoir interval of the Realgrunnen Subgroup 

in the Wisting Field (Moskvil et al., 2018; Klausen et al., 2019). 

2.2.2.2 Hekkingen Formation 

The Hekkingen Formation is of late Oxfordian to Volgian age. It consists mainly of mudstones 

and shale, sometimes interbedded with thin limestone, dolomite, siltstone and sandstone beds 

(Dallmann, 1999). The claystones have a high organic content and are a very important 

hydrocarbon source rock in the area (Stueland, 2016; Paulsen et al., 2019). The formation is 

deposited in a deep marine setting with anoxic conditions (Dallmann, 1999). 

2.2.2.3 Klippfisk Formation 

The Klippfisk Formation is of late Berriasian to Hauterivian age. It is mainly present in platform 

areas (e.g., Bjarmeland Platform) and consists of condensed carbonate (limestones and marls) 

successions (Dallmann, 1999). The Klippfisk Formation was deposited in a transgressive 

sequence in a shallow marine setting (Smelror et al., 1998). 

2.2.2.4 Kolje Formation 

The Kolje Formation is of Barremian to early Aptian age. It consists of shales and mudstones 

with minor limestone and dolomite beds (Dallmann, 1999). It was deposited in a distal open 

marine setting (Smelror et al., 1998). 

2.2.2.5 Kolmule Formation 

The Kolmule Formation is of Aptian – middle Cenomanian age. It consists of mudstone and 

shale with thin interbedded siltstones and carbonate stringers deposited mainly in an open 

marine environment (Dallmann, 1999). In the study area, the top of the Kolmule Formation 

represents a regional unconformity, URU, which separates the Kolmule Formation from the 

overlying Quaternary deposits (Faleide et al., 2019). 
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3 Data and Methodology 

3.1 Database 

All data in this study are retrieved from Diskos, which is Norway’s petroleum data repository 

coordinated and managed by the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD). An overview of the 

available data in this study is displayed on Figure 9.  

 

 
Figure 9: Overview of study area and data available. 
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Well data from two exploration wells (7324/7-3S and 7324/8-3) located approximately 4.2 km 

apart were integrated to determine lithology and shale volume in the stratigraphic formations. 

The formation tops present in the wells were imported from NPD FactPages (NPD, 2018, 2019). 

The seismic data were acquired in 2016 by the operator OMV and they comprise a 3D high-

resolution P-Cable seismic cube covering the Wisting field (Moskvil et al., 2018). These data 

are in the depth domain and have a 3.125 x 3.125 m bin size. A seismic reflection event that 

indicates an increase in acoustic impedance is represented by a seismic wavelet polarity that 

displays a positive amplitude (Figure 10). 

 

 
Figure 10: Seismic polarity. An increase in acoustic impedance represents a peak or a positive amplitude response. 

 

The 3D seismic cube area is 362 km2. However, the study area of the monocline covers only 3 

km2, and therefore the seismic cube was cropped to 16km2 to focus on the area of interest. 
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3.2 Methods 
Interpretation of the subsurface well and seismic data, as well as construction of the structural 

model was performed in the software Petrel (Schlumberger). Then this model was exported to 

the software Move (Petroleum Experts) to perform more detailed geometrical analyses of the 

interpreted horizons and faults (section 3.2.3). 

3.2.1 Well data 

The available well data (e.g, gamma ray, neutron, density, resistivity and sonic logs) were used 

for a basic lithology determination and seismic-well ties. Generally, low gamma ray values are 

associated with sandstones and/or carbonates, whereas high gamma ray values are interpreted 

as shales (Figure 11; Mondol, 2015). A combination of the density and reversed neutron log 

were also utilized to identify different lithologies (Figure 11; Mondol, 2015): (1) Shaly intervals 

are represented by higher neutron values and thus a larger positive separation between the log 

readings, (2) lower values of neutron and density and a crossover of the two logs (negative 

separation), are observed in the sandy intervals, (3) a sequence represented by switching 

positive and negative separations between the density and neutron logs are interpreted as 

sandstone/carbonate and shale interbeds. 

 
Figure 11: A basic well log interpretation based on gamma ray, medium and deep resistivity, neutron porosity and bulk density. 
Modified from Andersen (2016). 
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The resistivity log was utilized to indicate fluid content within the lithologies (Figure 11). 

Water-saturated sediments have a high conductivity and thus a low resistivity, while 

hydrocarbons are nonconductive and have higher resistivity values (Andersen, 2016). The 

available sonic log represents the transit time, which is the reciprocal of velocity (Andersen, 

2016). The velocity varies in shales and sandstones depending on the mineralogy, but generally 

dense and compacted rock will have a higher velocity compared to unconsolidated sediments 

(Mondol, 2015). 

Based on the gamma ray, the volume of shale in the respective formations was calculated. First, 

the gamma ray index (IGR) was calculated, and then the shale volume (Vsh). The formulae of 

Larionov (1969) for older rocks was used in this thesis (Mondol, 2015) : 

!!" =
!"!"##	!"$%&
!"$'(#	!"$%&

     (1) 

#%& = 0.33	 ×	(2'	×	))* − 1)    (2) 

where GRlog is the gamma ray reading, GRmin and GRmax are the minimum and maximum 

gamma ray values, respectively. 

3.2.2 Seismic data 

The high-resolution 3D seismic data were used for detailed interpretation and mapping of key 

horizons and faults. A synthetic seismogram was generated prior to the seismic interpretation 

(Figure 12). The calculated acoustic impedance (from the sonic and density logs) was converted 

to the time-domain and used for the reflectivity calculation. The wavelet for the synthetic 

generation was extracted in the time-domain, and since the seismic data utilized in this thesis 

are in the depth-domain, the resulting synthetic trace was converted back to the depth-domain 

(Schlumberger, 2020). The synthetic trace was compared with the seismic response at the well 

location (Figure 12). In this way, the formation tops in the wells were correlated to their 

respective seismic reflections, making possible to identify (via the formation tops) the seismic 

horizons that were picked (Figure 12; Mondol, 2015).  

Nine horizons were interpreted and mapped in this study (Figure 13). Each interpretation was 

conducted at the well locations where the stratigraphic tops are known. The horizons were then 

interpreted throughout the seismic using mainly the seeded 2D auto tracking tool. However, 

manual interpretation was also performed mainly at the vicinity of faults to achieve a detailed 

interpretation of the horizons and fault relationships. Generally, all seismic horizons have good 

lateral continuity throughout the seismic cube. 
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One fundamental problem with the seismic cube are fault shadows, which are visualized as 

footwall sags in the vicinity of large normal faults (Figure 14; Hardwick & Rajesh, 2013). 

Hardwick and Rajesh (2013) explain that these footwall sags are seismic artefacts caused by 

rapid velocity variations and high velocities in the overburden, resulting in distorted ray paths.  

Moskvil et al. (2018) discuss these fault shadows and mention that they can result from a 

combination of reflections and refractions, but this is speculative and has not been confirmed. 

Thus, careful manual interpretation in these areas was performed to avoid these artifacts. 

 
Figure 12: The synthetic trace created from the seismic-well tie. Formation tops and seismic horizons were correlated at the 
location of well 7324/8-3. VE = 4.0. 

The seismic inlines were interpreted first. On average, every 5th inline was interpreted in the 

model area to accomplish a detailed interpretation. Sometimes a smaller increment was used in 

more complex areas close to the faults. Finally, the crosslines were interpreted carefully at the 

vicinity of the faults, before the 3D auto track tool was used to fill in the gaps between the 

interpreted lines. The fault interpretation was facilitated by applying the variance attribute to 
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the depth slices. Faults can be detected by a continuous and high variance response 

(Schlumberger, 2015).  

 
Figure 13: The interpretations of the nine horizons were conducted at the well locations where the well tops are known. 

VE=4.0. 

 
Figure 14: Seismic section showing fault shadows or artificial footwall sags at the vicinity of faults. VE = 4.0. 
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3.2.3 Geometrical analysis 

Structure- and thickness maps of the interpreted horizons were created to get a better 

understanding of the geometry of the horizons and faults in the study area. A 3D geological 

model was constructed based on the detailed interpretation of the model area around the 

monocline. The model was conditioned as this is an important step for further analysis. This 

involved smoothing the surfaces to remove noise, and making sure that the horizon-fault 

intersections were consistent (Petroleum Experts, 2020a).  

Attributes associated with the shape of the surface were applied to the resulting model surfaces. 

Dip and the local strike were extracted from the folded surfaces. These data were plotted on a 

stereonet to define the fold axis, which is the pole to the cylindrical best-fit plane to the bedding 

poles (Figure 15; Suppe, 1985). The fold axis is approximately horizontal and trends ~ N20E 

(Figure 15). The seismic inlines are approximately perpendicular to the fold axis (Figure 9), 

and therefore they are appropriate to visualize the cross-sectional geometry of the monocline. 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Lower hemisphere equal area stereonet with 5 % contour interval of poles to bedding for the six folded horizons 
in the study area. A cylindrical best-fit to the poles indicates a ~horizontal fold axis trending N20E. N is the number of poles. 
Made with the program Stereonet3D by Nestor Cardozo (Cardozo & Allmendinger, 2013). 
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The curvature attribute was applied to the smoothed folded surfaces to describe their geometry. 

Suppe (1985) explains how the curvature of a folded line is derived (Figure 16A): The curvature 

of the line at point P1 can be calculated by tracing normals to the line at P1 and a nearby point 

P2. The distance from the point of intersection of the two normals and P1 is referred to as R1. 

The radius of curvature (R) at point P1 is the limit value to which R1 approaches as we choose 

P2 closer and closer to P1. The curvature, k, of a two-dimensional line equals the reciprocal of 

the radius of curvature (R) (Suppe, 1985):  

. = *
"      (3) 

Consequently, a horizontal line will have an infinite radius of curvature and zero curvature, 

while a tight fold will have a short radius of curvature and thus a higher value of curvature. 

Figure 16B shows the difference between positive, zero, and negative curvature (Roberts, 

2001). In the case of a straight line, the vector normals to the line are parallel and thus they  

 
Figure 16: A) Curvature in two-dimension modified from Suppe (1985). The curvature at point P1 depends on the radius of 
curvature (R). B) Positive and negative curvature in two-dimensions from Roberts (2001).  C) Curvature in three-dimensions 
from Bergbauer and Pollard (2003). The curvature of a point depends on the direction it is calculated. The normal curvature 
will have a minimum and a maximum magnitude in two directions (path 1 and 3) which are perpendicular to each other.  
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define a local zero curvature. When the line has an antiformal shape, the vector normal diverge 

and define a positive curvature. Conversely, when the line has a synformal shape, the vector 

normals converge and define a negative curvature. 

In three-dimensions, the curvature of a specific point on a surface can have different values 

depending on the direction used for the curvature calculation (Figure 16C; Roberts, 2001; 

Mynatt et al., 2007). However, there will always be two orthogonal directions along which the 

calculated curvature is maximum (kmax) and minimum (kmin) (Figure 16C). These directions are 

known as the principal directions of curvature (Bergbauer & Pollard, 2003). If we consider a 

point P located on a cylindrical folded surface (Figure 16C), the minimum curvature (kmin) will 

be zero and it will be parallel to the hinge line, whereas the maximum curvature will be 

perpendicular to the hinge line. The hinge line is the line that connects the points of greatest 

maximum curvature (Marshak & Mitra, 1988). Gaussian curvature (kG) and the mean curvature 

(kM) are two important surface properties, which are based on the two principal curvatures 

(Roberts, 2001): 

kG=(kmax)(kmin)     (4) 

  kM=(kmin+kmax)/2     (5) 

Notice that the Gaussian curvature (kG) of a cylindrical folded surface at any point is zero (since 

kmin or kmax is zero; Suppe, 1985). The Gaussian- and the mean curvature alone are not useful 

to visualize or differentiate local shapes and orientations of the folded surface (Roberts, 2001). 

However, a combination of these two curvatures can be used to describe the geometry of a 

surface (Figure 17; Bergbauer and Pollard, 2003; Bergbauer, 2007; and Mynatt et al., 2007, 

among others). If both principal curvatures are zero, kG and kM = 0 and the surface is planar. If 

one of the principal curvatures is zero, kG = 0 and it indicates a cylindrical surface that is either 

a synform or an antiform. If kG < 0, the principal curvatures have opposite signs and indicate a 

saddle. If kG > 0, the principal curvatures have the same sign and indicate either a basin or a 

dome (Figure 17). To determine whether the surface is a synform or an antiform, a basin or a 

dome, one can use the kM curvature (Figure 17; Roberts, 2001). kM < 0 indicates a synform or 

a basin, while kM > 0 indicates an antiform or a dome (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17: Local shapes and orientations of a folded surface can be identified by combining the gaussian- and mean curvatures 
(kG and kM respectively). From Mynatt et al. (2007). 

 

To achieve an idealized cylindrical shape in nature, the principal curvatures which are oriented 

parallel to the anticlinal and synclinal hinge lines must equal 0 at each point (Figure 17; 

Bergbauer, 2007; Mynatt et al., 2007). This does not occur in natural folds, e.g. due to the 

irregularity of geological surfaces (Mynatt et al., 2007). However, approximating the folded 

surface to an idealized cylindrical form can be useful to describe the structure (Figure 15). 

Additionally, one can estimate how much the structure deviates from the idealized cylindrical 

form by calculating the curvature magnitudes that depart from the perfectly cylindrical fold 

shape (Bergbauer, 2007). This can be accomplished by using a curvature filter for which 

curvature values below an absolute threshold value for kmin and kmax, are set to 0 (Mynatt et al., 

2007). By doing so, smaller and more local geometries in the surface are filtered out, and larger 

structural geometries/trends are visualized (Petroleum Experts, 2020b). 
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3.2.4 Kinematic modelling 

Kinematic modelling of four key seismic sections in the study area was performed. Each of the 

cross sections is perpendicular to the fold axis and represents differences in folding and/or fault 

propagation along the monocline. From SW to NE, these cross sections are referred to as 1, 2, 

3 and 4 (Figure 9). 

The kinematic model used to simulate the monocline is called trishear. In this model, the slip 

along the fault is accommodated by folding of the overlying beds in a triangular zone focused 

on the propagating fault tip (Erslev, 1991; Allmendinger, 1998). The geometry of key horizons 

across the fold was interpreted on the four cross sections. Based on this interpretation, 2D 

trishear modelling was performed. Specifically, I used the simplest trishear model for a 

symmetric trishear zone and linear velocity (incremental fault slip) across the trishear zone (Eq. 

4 of Zehnder & Allmendinger, 2000, with s = 1). Six parameters are associated with this model, 

and they allow to characterize the fold geometry and fault propagation evolution 

(Allmendinger, 1998; Zehnder & Allmendinger, 2000). These parameters are (Figure 18): 1. 

The horizontal (x) and 2. vertical (y) coordinates of the current fault tip, 3. the fault dip or ramp 

angle, 4. the fault propagation to slip ratio (P/S), 5. the apical angle of the triangular zone or 

trishear angle, and 6. the fault slip. 

 
Figure 18: Parameters of the trishear model in two-dimensions. 
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The values of the trishear parameters that best fit the structure are not known, and as I discussed 

before, they cannot be determined directly from the geometry of the fold. Therefore, in order to 

estimate the values of these parameters, I used a trishear inversion methodology. Basically, one 

defines possible ranges for each one of these parameters, and searches for the combination of 

parameter values that best restores the folded bed to a straight line (Allmendinger, 1998). There 

are several ways of doing this: using brute force in a regular grid encompassing the parameter 

space and sampling interval (Allmendinger, 1998), using local (Cardozo & Aanonsen, 2009) or 

global (Cardozo et al., 2011) optimization methods, or using Markov-chain Monte Carlo 

methods (Oakley & Fisher, 2015). Cardozo and Oakley (2019) discuss these different methods 

and their implications. 

In this study, I used the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method of Oakley and Fisher 

(2015), although the results were also corroborated by applying the global optimization method 

of Cardozo et al. (2011). The MCMC method is implemented (by David Oakley) as a computer 

program (InvertTrishear) that executes the inversion, and Matlab scripts that allow visualizing 

the results. Using the MCMC algorithm, one can run the trishear inversion and determine the 

probability distributions for the six model parameters, and in this way the uncertainty and range 

of the parameter values that best fit the structure (Oakley & Fisher, 2015).  

The parameters of the best fit model were used to plot the strain ellipses and lines of no finite 

elongation throughout the structure (Matlab script by Nestor Cardozo). The lines of no finite 

elongation are defined by the points where the circle representing the initial state and the finite 

strain ellipse intersect, meaning that the length of these lines has not changed. These lines have 

shear along them, and as discussed by Allmendinger (1998) and Allmendinger et al. (2004), 

they can be used as proxies for fracture orientations. Thus, the magnitude of strain together with 

the lines of no finite elongation, can be used to infer the density and orientation of possible 

fractures associated to the monocline. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Lithology description 

Figure 19 displays a basic lithology description based on the well log responses. The Kolmule 

Formation below 518 m SSTVD is represented by gamma ray (GR) values around 100 gAPI. 

However, at the base of the succession, a slight decrease in GR and shale volume (Vsh) is 

observed. The resistivities are constant, and there is an increase in density and decrease in 

neutron values at the base. The velocities and acoustic impedance increase towards the base. 

The Kolmule succession below 518 m SSTVD is interpreted to mainly consist of shale. 

However, at the base of this formation, the log responses could indicate a ~2 m carbonate bed. 

 

 
Figure 19: Basic lithology description based on gamma ray (GR), volume of shale (Vsh), medium and deep resistivity (Rm and 
Rd, respectively), density (DEN) and neutron (NEU) relationship, sonic (transit time) and acoustic impedance (AI). The well 
location is shown on the variance depth slice to the right. Notice that the NEU and sonic logs are reversed. 
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Generally high GR values (110–120 gAPI) are observed in the Kolje Formation. Lower GR (76 

gAPI) and Vsh (0.19) are noticeable in the middle part of this succession. This thin zone of ~1 

m has a prominent increase in density and decrease in neutron. Higher velocity (faster/shorter 

transit time) and AI are observed, while the resistivity readings remain constant. This could 

indicate some carbonate stringers/layers in the middle of the succession. The rest of the 

succession is interpreted as shale.  

Lower GR (~65 gAPI) and Vsh (~0.18) values, higher density (~2.55 g/cm3) and lower neutron 

magnitudes (~0.2), as well as a velocity and AI increase are observed at the top and middle of 

the Klippfisk Formation. The GR values increase towards the base, and the other logs follow 

the general trend of the Kolmule and Kolje formations. The resistivity logs remain constant in 

this succession. Carbonates are interpreted at the top and middle of the Klippfisk Formation, 

while shales are more dominant at the base. 

The GR (~130 gAPI) and Vsh (~0.65) values in the Hekkingen Formation are generally high, 

with the highest values at the lower part of the succession (160–240 gAPI and 0.95-1, 

respectively). The resistivity is constant, and the density and neutron logs are missing in large 

parts of the formation. The velocity and AI do not show any major variations, except for some 

increased values in the middle of the section corresponding to a decrease in GR and Vsh values. 

The AI log is interpolated in the zone where the density log is missing. Generally, this formation 

is interpreted to consist of shale. 

The Fuglen Formation is represented by generally high GR (~130 gAPI) and Vsh (~0.60) 

values, with higher values (~165 gAPI and 0.95-1, respectively) in the middle and towards the 

base (similar trend as in the Hekkingen Formation). The resistivity logs are constant in this 

succession as well. The separation between the density and neutron logs decreases towards the 

base of the succession. There are no major variations in velocities and AI, except for an abrupt 

decrease in velocity a depth of approximately 610 m SSTVD. The Fuglen Formation is 

interpreted to consist mainly of shale. 

At the transition between the Fuglen and Stø formations a prominent decrease in GR and Vsh 

is observed, corresponding to an increase in density and decrease in neutron, and an abrupt 

increase in velocity and AI. Thin carbonate beds or stringers could explain these log responses. 

In the Stø Formation generally low GR (35-40 gAPI) and very low (or 0) Vsh values are 

observed. The resistivity log, in contrast to the above successions, is very high in this formation. 

A negative separation between the density and neutron logs is observed throughout this 
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formation. The Stø Formation is interpreted to mainly consist of sandstone, and the 

continuously low GR values imply a generally homogenous succession. The negative 

separation between the density and neutron logs, in addition to the high resistivity values 

indicate that there is hydrocarbon present in the sandstones of this formation. 

The Fruholmen Formation is represented by a varying response in the well logs. The top of the 

formation down to 666 m SSTVD has generally high GR (~135 gAPI) and Vsh (~0.7) values. 

The resistivity logs show the same constant and low values as for the Kolmule, Kolje, Klippfisk 

and Fuglen formations. There is a positive separation in the density and neutron logs. Between 

666 m and 730 m SSTVD the logs show larger variance. The GR values vary from 69 to 140 

gAPI. Locally, the resistivity is higher while the density and neutron logs have negative 

separation. Below the depth of 730 m SSTVD, the GR and Vsh readings are again generally 

high ~100 gAPI, the resistivities are the same as the above shaly formations, and the density 

and neutron show a positive separation, like at the top of the formation.  

The Fruholmen Formation is interpreted to consist mainly of shale at the very top of the 

formation down to 666 m SSTVD. Below the logs indicate shale and sand interbeds to a depth 

of approximately 730 m SSTVD, followed again by a shalier package. The local negative 

separation between the density and neutron logs and the corresponding increase in resistivity 

values, suggest that the sandstone layers/interbeds are hydrocarbon bearing. 

The other well (7324/7-3S) which was available in this study did not have sufficient data to 

complete a lithology description throughout the entire well. It only contained GR of the 

Fruholmen Formation. However, the neutron and density logs were available and indicated that 

the Stø and Fruholmen formations are hydrocarbon bearing. 
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4.2 Geometrical description 

4.2.1 Seismic sections 

Nine seismic sections in the study area are displayed in Figure 20. The location of these sections 

is shown on a variance depth slice. On the depth slice, three main faults are observed in the 

study area (Figure 20A). Faults 1 and 2 are NNE–SSW and dip towards the W (Figure 20A–

G). Fault 3 is almost perpendicular to faults 1 and 2 and dips towards the S (Figure 20H & I). 

Notice the fault shadow effect in the footwalls of these faults. 

Fault 2 cuts all interpreted horizons and terminate in the Kolmule succession below the Upper 

Regional Unconformity (URU, Figure 20A & B). The fault is observed to lose displacement 

and eventually terminate towards the NE (Figure 20C & D). Fault 1 begins where the throw of 

fault 2 approaches zero, and its displacement increases towards the NE (Figure 20B–G). The 

structure between faults 1 and 2 is a relay ramp (Figure 20B & C). 

Fault 1 underlies the studied monocline. The Kolje, Klippfisk, Hekkingen and Fuglen tops are 

folded above fault 1, while the Stø and intra-Fruholmen formations are faulted. The folded 

horizons have a steeper forelimb in the NE part of the study area, and in the northernmost 

section all horizons are offset by fault 1 (Figure 20G). This fault terminates in the Kolmule 

succession below the URU.  

Figure 20H & I display fault 3 and some other faults outside the study area with the same ESE-

WNW orientation. Fault 3 breaches the interpreted horizons and terminates in the Kolmule 

succession.  

Polygonal faults are observed in the Kolmule succession on all the seismic sections. The 

majority of these faults terminate below the URU. However, in some sections, the URU 

reflector is chaotic, and it is not clear if some of the polygonal faults offset this unconformity 

(Figure 20). Also, fault 3 terminates very close to the URU in Figure 20H. 
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Figure 20: (A)–(I) Seismic sections at different locations in the study area. The variance depth slice indicates the location of 
the sections. The faults are labeled 1, 2 and 3 (see slices in A, D & G). Fault 1 is below the studied monocline. Dashed lines 
are uncertain yet reasonable interpretations in low signal to noise areas (e.g., fault shadows). VE = 4.0. 
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In general, there are no significant thickness variations across the faults in the interpreted 

successions. However, a minor increase in thickness is observed in the Hekkingen Formation, 

in the hanging wall close to fault 3 (Figure 20H & I). Nonetheless, the most significant thickness 

variations are in the Kolmule Formation, where faults 1, 2 and 3 terminate. 

4.2.2 Structure maps 

Structure maps of the top Kolje, Klippfisk, Fuglen and Stø horizons are displayed on Figure 21. 

The observations on the seismic sections in Figure 20 are confirmed by the structure maps: (1) 

the displacement of fault 1 increases towards the NE where it offsets the Kolje, Klippfisk and 

Fuglen tops (Figure 21A–C), and (2) the displacement of fault 2 decreases towards the NE and 

is transferred to fault 1 in the relay area. These observations are especially clear on the structure 

map of the top Stø, where one can observe the relay zone (Figure 21D). 

The structure maps also show that the upper horizons are folded (top Kolje, Klippfisk and 

Fuglen surfaces), while the lower horizons (below top Stø surface) are faulted. The folded 

surfaces display a monoclinal structure. The contours on the folded surfaces indicate a steeper 

forelimb of the monocline towards the NE.
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Figure 21: Structure maps of the Kolje, Klippfisk, Fuglen and Stø tops. Green arrow indicates north. VE = 3.0. 
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4.2.3 Fault throw distribution  

Figure 22A displays the hanging wall (HW) and footwall (FW) intersections (cutoffs) of the horizons with fault 1. Based on these cutoffs, the throw 

of fault 1 varies from 0 m to ~62 m (Figure 22B). In the southernmost part of the fault, the HW and FW cutoffs from the top Kolje to the intra-

Fruholmen 2 horizons merge. This is the 0 m throw or southern tipline of the fault. Towards the NE, the separation of the HW and FW cutoffs and 

throw increases in the lower three horizons: top Stø, intra-Fruholmen 1 and intra-Fruholmen 2. However, the upper three horizons, which are 

folded, do not show a separation of the HW and FW cutoffs until the northernmost part of the fault, where the fault breaches the monocline (Fig. 

21A). Generally, the throw on fault 1 increases from SW to NE and with depth. 

 

 

Figure 22: (A) Hanging wall (dashed) and footwall (continuous) cutoffs along fault 1.  (B) Colored fault throw computed from the cutoffs. Red arrow in A and B indicates north. Red rectangle in 
variance depth slice shows the area of analysis.   
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The HW and FW cutoffs along faults 1 and 2 are displayed on Figure 23A. The throw of these faults varies from 0 m to ~67 m (Figure 23B). Fault 

2 decreases in throw towards the NE, while fault 1 decreases in throw towards the SW.  In the NE part of fault 2, the HW and FW cutoffs from the 

top Kolje to the intra-Fruholmen 2 horizons merge. This implies 0 m throw and the northern tipline of fault 2. Towards the SW, the separation of 

the HW and FW cutoffs along fault 2 increases. This occurs first in the lower three horizons: top Stø, intra-Fruholmen 1 and intra-Fruholmen 2; 

and farther south in the upper three horizons: top Kolje, Klippfisk and Fuglen. The highest throw of fault 2 (~67m) is in the SW. The throw of fault 

2 also increases with depth. The area of overlap of faults 1 and 2 is a relay structure. 

 

 
Figure 23: (A) Hanging wall (dashed) and footwall (continuous) cutoffs along faults 1 and 2. (B) Colored fault throw computed from the cutoffs. Red arrow in A and B indicates north. Red 
rectangle in variance depth slice shows the area of analysis.   
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The throw distribution of the three main faults in the study area is displayed on Figure 24. The 

throw magnitudes vary from 0 to 87 m. The largest throw is observed in the westernmost part 

of fault 3. The throw along fault 3 decreases from W to E. From the analysis, it is also clear that 

fault 3 offsets fault 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 24: Colored fault throw of the three main faults in the study area. Throw values are based on the HW and FW cutoffs 
on these faults (not showed). Red arrow indicates north. Red polygon in variance depth slice shows the area of analysis.  
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4.2.4 Curvature of the folded horizons 

4.2.4.1 Fold hinge and crest  

Figure 25 displays the maximum curvature of the folded top Fuglen surface, with the anticlinal 

hinge- and crest line drawn. The hinge line represents the line of maximum curvature, while the 

crest line represents the structural high of the fold. These two lines are sub-parallel, but they do 

not coincide. Thus, the fold is non-symmetrical. The deviation between the lines is greatest in 

the southern part, while the two lines approach each other towards the north. Thus, the 

asymmetry of monocline is larger in the southern part. 

 
Figure 25: Maximum curvature of the folded top Fuglen surface. Dashed line is the fold hinge, while solid line is the fold 
crest. Contours are elevation, CI = 2.5 m. 
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4.2.4.2 Top Fuglen surface 

Figure 26A displays the maximum curvature value (colors) and directions (black tics) of the 

monocline on the top Fuglen surface. High values of kmax (red) are located along the anticlinal 

hinge area. The kmax directions in this area are oriented approximately perpendicular to the hinge 

line. In the forelimb, the kmax values are positive and negative. In these areas, the orientation of 

kmax also varies. These variations are due to local undulations in the surface. In the synclinal 

area, negative or low kmax parallel to the fold hinge is observed. 

The kmin values and directions on the top Fuglen surface are displayed on Figure 26B. High 

values of negative curvature (blue) are present in the synclinal area. The kmin direction in this 

area is approximately perpendicular to the hinge line, which is the line connecting points of 

maximum negative kmin. In the anticlinal area, the orientations of kmin are sub-parallel to the 

hinge line. 

4.2.4.3 Top Klippfisk surface 

Figure 27A displays the kmax values and directions on the folded top Klippfisk surface. High 

positive values are observed in the anticlinal area, particularly in the NE-part. In the forelimb, 

the kmax values and directions vary. This is due to local undulations, like those observed in the 

top Fuglen surface. Negative and low values of kmax are observed at the base of the forelimb 

and in the synclinal area. The directions of kmax in the anticlinal area are perpendicular to the 

hinge line, while they are parallel to the hinge line in the forelimb and synclinal areas.  

The values and directions of kmin on the top Klippfisk surface are displayed on Figure 27B. The 

most negative kmin values are in the synclinal area, particularly in the NE-part. The kmin 

directions are parallel to the hinge line in the anticlinal area, and they are perpendicular to the 

hinge line in the synclinal area.  
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Figure 26: Principal curvature values (colors) and directions (black tics) of the monocline on the top Fuglen surface. A) kmax, 
B) kmin. Red arrow indicates north. 
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Figure 27: Principal curvature values (colors) and directions (black tics) of the monocline on the top Klippfisk surface. A) 
kmax, B) kmin. Red arrow indicates north. 
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4.2.4.4 Top Kolje surface 

Figure 28A display the kmax values and directions on the folded top Kolje surface, which is the 

uppermost interpreted horizon. The previous observations for kmax on the top Fuglen and top 

Klippfisk surfaces are also applicable in this case: higher values of positive curvature in the 

anticlinal hinge, and the kmax directions in this area sub-perpendicular to the hinge line. Also, 

the kmax directions in the forelimb and in the synclinal area are sub-parallel to the hinge line. 

However, there are some variations in the kmax directions and values in the forelimb and in the 

synclinal area, which are believed to represent undulations in the surface. 

Likewise, the observations for kmin on the top Fuglen and top Klippfisk are also valid on the top 

Kolje surface (Figure 28B). The most negative values of kmin are mainly located in the synclinal 

area where the kmin directions are perpendicular to the hinge line. In the anticlinal area, the 

orientations of kmin are approximately parallel to the hinge line. 

In summary, in the Fuglen, Klippfisk and Kolje tops, the kmax directions in the anticlinal 

(positive curvature) area are approximately perpendicular to the hinge line, while the kmin 

directions are parallel. Contrarily in the synclinal (negative curvature) area, kmax directions are 

parallel while kmin directions are perpendicular to the hinge line. These observations suggest 

that the anticlinal and synclinal areas, and the monocline in general is approximately 

cylindrical. However, the principal curvatures with orientations parallel to the anticlinal and 

synclinal hinge lines are not zero, and overall the curvature of the monocline increases to the 

NE. These observations together with the presence of local surface undulations suggest that the 

monocline is not completely cylindrical. 
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Figure 28: Principal curvature values (colors) and directions (black tics) of the monocline on the top Kolje surface. A) kmax, 
B) kmin. Red arrow indicates north. 

 

4.2.4.5 Curvature filter 

Gaussian curvature (kG) and mean curvature (kM) are based on the two principal curvatures 

(Eqs. 4 and 5). A combination of kG and kM on the surfaces can highlight local geometries 

(Figure 17). This makes possible to determine whether the fold has a cylindrical shape or how 

far it deviates from this idealized shape. Figure 29A–D display the combined kG and kM on the 

top Fuglen surface. The surface is represented by colors which define specific local shapes 

(Figure 29E). Notice that for a surface to be characterized as cylindrical, kG = 0, and kM ¹ 0. 
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The unfiltered kG-kM curvature on the top Fuglen surface is displayed on Figure 29A. The 

anticlinal area consists mainly of antiformal saddles and domes, with some cylindrical 

antiformal shapes in between. The synclinal area mainly contains synformal saddles and basins, 

with some cylindrical synformal shapes in between. Additionally, in the transition between the 

synformal- and antiformal saddle shapes, small planar areas are observed. Based on these 

observations, the combined kG and kM indicate that the surface is not cylindrical. Thus, in 

general, none of the principal curvatures equals 0.  

By defining an absolute threshold value, kt, and removing principal curvatures below this value, 

one can determine how large the threshold value needs to be for the fold to display a cylindrical 

shape. When principal curvatures magnitudes lower than 1.0 x 10-4 m-1 (kt) are set to 0, the non-

cylindrical areas in the anticline and syncline are reduced, and more areas of cylindrical shape 

emerge (Figure 29B). Some of the planar areas, which were in the transition between the 

synformal and antiformal saddles, are replaced by perfect saddle areas.  

By increasing kt to 5.0 x 10-4 m-1, the dominant shape in both the anticlinal and synclinal areas 

is cylindrical antiform and synform, respectively (Figure 29C). Additionally, more areas are 

classified as planar between the cylindrical shapes. Thus, most areas on the filtered top Fuglen 

surface have one of the principal curvatures equal to 0. Where the planar shapes are present, 

both principal curvatures equal 0. Still, smaller local areas are observed as non-cylindrical, but 

generally the filtered geometry of the surface is cylindrical. 

The smaller non-cylindrical areas are removed by using a kt of 9.0 x 10-4 m-1, although in the 

SW part of the monocline there are still some non-cylindrical dome areas (Figure 29D). The 

surface consists of a continuous antiformal shape in the anticlinal area and a continuous 

synformal shape in the synclinal area, separated by larger planar areas. In the SW and NE parts 

of the forelimb, two synformal areas surrounded by planar areas are observed. Interestingly, the 

SW and NE areas are separated by a simpler transition from synform to planar to antiform areas 

in the central part of the monocline. This may indicate that the monocline is divided into three 

different domains along strike, a SW, central and NE domain. 
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Figure 29: kG-kM curvature of the top Fuglen surface. A)–D) are surfaces filtered with increasing threshold value kt. Colors correspond to surface shapes as illustrated in E) (from Mynatt et al., 
2007). Red arrow indicates north.
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4.3 Trishear modelling 

4.3.1 Inversion 

Sections D, E, F and G in Figure 20 were modelled using the InvertTrishear program (by David 

Oakley). These sections are perpendicular to the fold axis and are to the north of the relay 

structure. For practical purposes, these sections are renamed as 1 (D), 2 (E), 3 (F) and 4 (G). 

Section 1 is closest to the relay structure to the south, and section 4 is the northernmost one 

(Figure 20). The interpretation of section 4 is simplified to only cover the main fault (Figure 

20G).  

The minimum and maximum values of the six trishear parameters in the seismic sections are 

included in Table 1. These values are specified by the user according to the interpretation and 

knowledge of the section. The uncertainty or error of the data (!) is also included as a model 

parameter, which is updated along with the trishear parameters to find the value that best fits 

the data. The program searches within the specified parameter ranges for the models with high 

probability. At each step of the Markov chain modelling, the chain moves from one set of 

parameter values to a new set of parameter values. The distance the chain moves for each 

parameter is randomly chosen from a normal distribution. The third entry in each range in Table 

1 called “step” is the standard deviation of this normal distribution, and it controls the step size 

taken by the Markov chain. However, the program modifies the step sizes for each parameter 

to get a high acceptance rate of the proposed moves. 

The allowed parameter ranges are constrained by the input minimum and maximum values. 

Some parameters are more constrained by the seismic interpretation, especially the fault dip, 

location of the current fault tip, and fault slip, which is well constrained by the interpretation of 

the lower non-folded horizons. The fault propagation to fault slip ratio (P/S), trishear angle 

(TA), and the initial depth of the fault tip are less well known, and they can be determined by 

the trishear inversion. All the interpreted, top Kolje to intra-Fruholmen 2, horizons were used 

in the inversion. In other words, the program search for the models that best fit all the interpreted 

horizons in the section. 
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Table 1: Parameter ranges for the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) coordinates of the current fault tip, fault slip, fault dip, trishear 
angle (TA) and fault propagation to slip ratio (P/S). The data uncertainty (!) is also included. 

 

Parameters [min value, max value, step] 

x (m) y (m) Fault slip 
(m) 

Fault dip 
(°) TA (°) P/S ! (m) 

1 [699.4, 719.4, 2] [385.3, 405.3, 2] [24, 64, 10] [46, 56, 1] [30, 100, 10] [2, 3, 0.5] [0, 10, 2] 

2 [671.3, 691.3, 2] [308.7, 328.7, 2] [29, 69, 10] [46, 56, 1] [30, 100, 10] [2, 3, 0.5] [0, 10, 2] 

3 [636.9, 656.9, 2] [398.8, 418.8, 2] [44, 84, 10] [53, 63, 1] [30, 100, 10] [2, 3, 0.5] [0, 10, 2] 

4 [646.3, 666.3, 2] [350.5, 370.5, 2] [49, 89, 10] [52, 62, 1] [30, 100, 10] [2, 3, 0.5] [0, 10, 2] 

 

A total of 100,000 iterations were used in the search, but only every 10th iteration was saved. 

The MCMC algorithm starts exploring the parameter space from a random value within the 

specified parameter ranges. Convergence of the search is reached within the first 10,000 

iterations (Figure 30). These first 10,000 iterations or models are not considered in the output, 

but just the next 90,000. 

 

 

Figure 30: Path taken by the MCMC algorithm for the x-location of the fault tip. The search converges within the first 10,000 
iterations (dashed line). These first 10,000 iterations are not considered in the output. 
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The best-fit model, and histograms of model parameters for each section are included in Figure 

31. The parameter values that define the best-fit model are indicated by the highest frequencies 

of the histograms. These values are displayed on Figure 31, and in Table 2. In the southernmost 

section 1, the best trishear model (blue) fits the interpretation (red) well (Figure 31A). The 

model captures the folding of the upper horizons. One clear deviation, however, is that the 

model displays folding of the top Stø horizon in the hanging wall, when this horizon is clearly 

not folded in the seismic section. The initial location of the fault tip is right above the intra-

Fruholmen 1 footwall cutoff, while the current fault tip is just below the top Fuglen horizon. 

The best- fit model predicts fault slip ~48 m, fault dip ~55°, TA ~87° and P/S ~2.7. The 

uncertainty (!) between the best-fit model and the interpretation is ~1.4 m (Figure 31A). 

In section 2, the best trishear model also fits the interpretation well and captures the folding of 

the upper horizons (Figure 31B). However, the model fit is not as good as in section 1. There 

are misfits in the forelimb area, especially at the intra-Hekkingen level, and in the synclinal 

area, especially in the uppermost three horizons top Klippfisk to top Kolje. In addition, folding 

of the top Stø in the hanging wall, which is not observed in the seismic section, is displayed in 

the model. Broad synclinal folding of the intra-Fruholmen 1 and 2 horizons in the hanging wall, 

which is observed in the section, is not captured by the model.  The histograms for fault dip and 

P/S in section 2 are narrow, and the maximum frequency is located at the maximum value 

defined in the range, which is not ideal (Figure 31B). The initial location of the fault tip is right 

below the intra-Fruholmen 1 footwall cutoff, while the current fault tip is just above the top 

Fuglen horizon. This is still consistent with the trishear model for section 1. The best-fit model 

has fault slip ~53 m, fault dip ~56°, TA ~74° and P/S ~2.99. The ! is ~2.2 m. 
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Figure 31: Trishear modeling results for sections 1 to 4. For each section, the interpretation (red), best-fit model (blue), and parameters histograms are included.
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Table 2: Best-fit trishear models for sections 1 to 4. 

 

Best-fit model parameters 
x (m) y (m) Fault slip (m) Fault dip (°) TA (°) P/S ! (m) 

1 700.29 385.97 48.38 55.27 86.78 2.71 1.42 

2 676.49 323.45 53.27 56.00 73.75 2.99 2.16 

3 656.84 418.65 61.63 62.99 99.53 2.15 1.42 

4 652.37 350.56 58.20 60.93 81.16 2.21 1.82 

 

The best trishear model for section 3, fits the section well (Figure 31C). However, it still shows 

too much folding of the top Stø in the hanging wall. Another deviation is observed in the 

uppermost three horizons, west of the monocline, which in the section display a broad, low 

amplitude anticline. Also, gentle synclinal folding of the intra-Fruholmen 1 and 2 horizons in 

the hanging wall is not reproduced by the model. The histograms for fault tip y-location and 

fault dip are narrow and located at the maximum specified value in the parameter range (Figure 

31C). The initial location of the fault tip is right above the intra-Fruholmen 1 footwall cutoff, 

and the current fault tip is at the top Fuglen horizon. The best-fit model has fault slip ~62 m, 

fault dip ~63°, TA ~100°, and P/S ~2.15. The ! is ~1.4 m. 

In section 4, the best-fit model produces more hanging wall folding of the 5 upper horizons than 

what is observed in the section (Figure 31D). A deviation between the interpretation and the 

model is also observed in the footwall for the 2 lowermost horizons intra-Fruholmen 1 and 2. 

The histogram for fault tip y-location has a peak at the lowest specified limit. The initial location 

of the fault tip is below the top Stø, approximately at 650 m depth. This is the location of the 

top Fruholmen footwall cutoff, which is not included in the section. The final fault tip is above 

the top Kolje horizon, which is the uppermost interpreted horizon. The model predicts that the 

fault breaches all the interpreted horizons in the section. The model has fault slip ~58 m, fault 

dip ~61°, TA ~81° and P/S ~2.2. The ! is ~1.8 m. 

Generally, the best trishear models fit the sections well. There are of course some deviations, 

for example folding of the top Stø in the hanging wall in all models, which is not observed in 

the seismic sections. Also, there are misfits in the two lowermost horizons, intra-Fruholmen 1 

and 2, in the hanging wall on sections 2 and 3, and in the footwall on section 4. The model for 

section 2 is the one that exhibits the poorest fit to the monocline, and the model for section 4 
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shows too much folding of the hanging wall syncline. The sections above were also modelled 

using the trishear global optimization methods of Cardozo et al. (2011), with similar results. 

4.3.2 Strain ellipses 

Figure 32 shows the strain ellipses with the lines of no finite elongation (LNFE) superimposed 

on the best-fit trishear models for each section. The ellipses are colored by the maximum stretch 

(S1), and red represents high values. The blue lines inside the ellipses are the LNFE. 

In all the sections, a narrower zone of finite strain (strain ellipses) is observed in the hanging 

wall compared to the footwall. The zone of strain associated to the monocline is the narrowest 

in section 4. The highest strains are present in the hanging wall close to the fault. The area in 

front of the fault tip also has large strain. The strain decreases away from the fault. The radius 

of influence of the strain in the footwall is about 600, 400, 600 and 300 m in sections 1, 2, 3 

and 4, respectively (Figure 32). 

The LNFE have varying orientation. However, as they approach the fault in the hanging wall 

and in the monocline forelimb area, there is one set of LNFE that is sub-parallel to the fault, 

and another set that is sub-horizonal and at low angle to bedding. In the footwall close to the 

fault and in the monocline backlimb area, the LNFE are gentler than the fault but at high angle 

to bedding. This reflects the orientation of S1 (long axis of the ellipses) across the monocline. 

In the hanging wall, the maximum stretching is along the fault, while in the footwall, the 

maximum stretching is at low angle to bedding. Thus, the models predict fractures sub-parallel 

to the fault and at low angle to bedding in the hanging wall (including the forelimb area), and 

fractures at high angle to bedding but less steep than the fault in the footwall (including the 

backlimb area). 
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Figure 32: Strain ellipses and LNFE superimposed on the best-fit trishear models for sections 1 to 4. The magnitude of S1 is 
indicated by colors and red represents the more strained areas. The blue lines within the ellipses are the LNFE. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Geometrical description 

The fold is characterized as non-symmetrical, as there is a separation between the fold hinge 

and fold crest. This separation is larger to the SW, indicating that the fold asymmetry is larger 

there. The geometry of a folded surface can be described by the two principal curvatures, kmax 

and kmin. The Fuglen, Klippfisk and Kolje tops have the highest kmax in the anticlinal area, and 

most negative kmin in the synclinal area. All three surfaces display greater curvature values 

towards the NE, this is also where the largest forelimb dips are observed on the structure maps 

of the surfaces. 

The kmax directions are sub-parallel to the synclinal hinge line and sub-perpendicular to the 

anticlinal hinge line, while the kmin directions are the other way around. Based on these 

observations, it appears that the anticlinal and synclinal hinges approach the idealized 

cylindrical geometry. However, the kmax and kmin magnitudes on the surfaces indicate that the 

fold is not cylindrical as the principal curvatures with orientations parallel to the hinge lines are 

not equal to zero. In addition, if the monocline were cylindrical, it would have the same 

geometry in all the seismic sections, which is not the case (Figure 20). Thus, the Fuglen, 

Klippfisk and Kolje tops depart from the cylindrical shape.  

By defining an absolute threshold value (kt) and filtering out the lowest kmax and kmin values, 

one can estimate how far the structure deviates from a cylindrical shape. By applying an 

increasingly larger threshold value, one can distinguish between areas that slightly depart from 

the cylindrical geometry, from the more significant non-cylindrical areas. Applying this filter 

smooths out the surface until the idealized cylindrical shape is attained. Filtering out the 

absolute curvature values below 5 x 10-4 m-1 (2000 m curvature radius) on the top Fuglen 

surface, produces a geometry that approaches a cylindrical shape, which is represented by an 

antiform and synform separated by planar areas. By increasing kt to 9 x 10-4 m-1 (1111 m 

curvature radius), the local non-cylindrical shapes are removed. In addition, this seems to 

suggest that the monocline is divided into SW, central and NW domains. 
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Figure 33: (A) Histograms of kmax and (B) kmin on the top Fuglen surface 

 

Figure 33 displays the kmax and kmin distributions on the top Fuglen surface. The surface consists 

originally of ~70,800 points. By applying the first filter with a kt = 1 x 10 -4 m-1, ~10,000 points 

are removed in the kmax distribution, and ~6,200 points are removed from the kmin distribution. 

For kt = 5 x 10 -4 m-1, the number of points removed increases to ~37,900 and ~24,100 points 

in the kmax and kmin distributions, respectively. Applying the maximum filter of kt = 9 x 10-4  
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m-1, removes ~46 400 (kmax) and ~33 100 (kmin) points. This is perhaps removing too much of 

the actual detail of the surface. 

The lowest absolute principal curvature value of the top Fuglen surface is 1.1 x 10-8 m-1 

(90,909,091 m curvature radius). The surface approaches a cylindrical geometry by applying 

the filter of kt = 5 x 10 -4 m-1, as discussed above. Thus, the top Fuglen surface consists of areas 

with approximately four orders of magnitude in principal curvature (from 1.1 x 10-8 m-1 to 5 x 

10-4 m-1) that deviates from the idealized cylindrical surface geometry. Smoothing was applied 

to the modelled surface prior to the curvature calculations to remove noise. If less smoothing 

was applied to the surface, the lowest absolute curvature value would have been less than the 

value reported here. However, the threshold value at which the top Fuglen surface approaches 

a cylindrical geometry would have been unchanged. 

 

5.2 Kinematic modelling 

The trishear kinematic model matches well the interpreted horizons (Figure 31). Section 4, 

however, produces more hanging wall folding than observed on the seismic image. A possibility 

is that the symmetric trishear model used here is not appropriate for this section. An asymmetric 

trishear model with less deformation in the hanging wall (Zehnder & Allmendinger, 2000) may 

replicate better this section. On the other hand, the smaller deviations observed in the modelled 

sections could be related to secondary processes that could not be explained by the trishear 

model. Although, P/S and TA are assumed constant during fault propagation and fold growth, 

they may have not been constant during the actual evolution of the structure.  

It is important to note that the kinematic model is based on seismic interpretations, and errors 

in the interpretations or artefacts in the seismic image are possible. For example, the 

interpretation close to the fault plane can be challenged because of a distorted seismic image 

and fault shadows (footwall sags). This could be an explanation for the misfit between the 

model and interpretations in the lower three horizons, where the interpretations dip towards or 

away from the fault plane in sections 2, 3 and 4, but in the models, they are flat (Figure 31B, C 

& D).  

The sigma (!) parameter represents the uncertainty of the data which is not known ahead of 

time. The lowest uncertainty, 1.42 m, is found in sections 1 and 3 (Figure 31A & C), which 

display the best match between the model and the interpretations. Sections 2 (! = 2.16 m) and 

section 4 (! = 1.82 m) show higher misfits (Figure 31B & D). The interpretation was completed 
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on depth sampled seismic. Of course, there is an unknown uncertainty in the depth conversion 

from the time domain. In the way these models were done, this depth conversion uncertainty is 

not included in the !	parameter. However, this uncertainty should be included in the value of !	
and incorporated in the search (Cardozo and Oakley, 2019).	Finally, some of the parameter 

histograms show the highest frequencies close to the minimum or maximum defined range 

boundaries. However, the parameter ranges were not increased because of this, as the 

parameters were well constrained based on the interpretations of the seismic data. 

 

5.3 Evolution of the monocline 

5.3.1 Mechanical stratigraphy 

The basic lithology description indicates that the Kolmule, Kolje, Hekkingen and Fuglen 

formations mainly consist of shale. Thin carbonate interbeds or stringers are interpreted in these 

shaly successions (Figure 19), which is consistent with the lithology descriptions of Worsley et 

al. (1988). The Klippfisk Formation is interpreted as carbonates based on the well logs response, 

and this is also confirmed by Dallmann (1999). The carbonate succession in the Klippfisk 

Formation is less than 10 m in the well 7324/8-3, and it is underlain and overlain by thick shale 

deposits (Figure 19). The lower two formations, Stø and Fruholmen, consist of sandy 

successions. The well logs record a homogeneous sandstone package in the Stø Formation, 

while the Fruholmen Formation consist of interbeds of sand and shale. The shaly upper 

successions are folded in the monocline, while the stratigraphically lower sandy successions 

are faulted. The displacement along the fault resulted in folding of the shalier incompetent 

rocks, while the competent brittle rocks deform by faulting. This suggests that rock mechanical 

properties and mechanical stratigraphy contribute to the formation of the monocline.  

Several authors have discussed if the P/S parameter could be related to rock mechanical 

properties and mechanical stratigraphy. Allmendinger et al. (2004) suggest that out of the six 

trishear parameters, the P/S is the most important in defining the fold geometry. Hardy and 

Allmendinger (2011) and Cardozo et al. (2011) indicate that although trishear is a kinematic 

model,  the P/S could be related to the mechanical properties of the rock across which the fault 

propagates. 

The P/S value in section 1 and 2 (2.71 and 2.99, respectively) is higher than in sections 3 and 4 

(2.15 and 2.21, respectively) (Figure 31 and Table 2). This indicates that the fault propagated 

more than it slipped in the southern sections 1 and 2 compared to the northern sections 3 and 4. 
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With lower P/S, the rate of fault propagation is lower, meaning that the successions will stay 

longer within the trishear zone, and possibly deform more. Section 3 has the lowest P/S, and 

this is also the section where the folding of the monocline is best defined. Section 4 has the 

second lowest P/S value. However, the initial fault tip in this section is the shallowest (~ 10 m 

below top Stø in the footwall) and the fault breaches the monocline. The trishear model for 

section 4 also predicts more folding in the hanging wall than what is observed in the seismic 

image. Therefore, the P/S for this section could be higher. 

The trishear angle (TA) is the parameter that varies most. This is not surprising, since the 

significance of the TA parameter is elusive as discussed by Allmendinger et al. (2004) & Hardy 

and Allmendinger (2011). The variation in TA could imply that this parameter is less related to 

the rock mechanical properties. This is also suggested by Cardozo et al. (2011). 

In summary, from SW to NE, the P/S varies from 2.7 to 2.2, the fault slip from 50 to 60 m, the 

fault propagation is ~130-140 m, the initial fault tip is ~50 m below the footwall top Stø cutoff 

in sections 1-3 (at the footwall intra-Fruholmen 1 horizon), but in section 4 it is just ~10m below 

the same top and the fault breaches the monocline.  

5.3.2 Faulting 

The monocline was formed by displacement and propagation of fault 1 (Figure 20). The 

maximum throw of faults 1 and 2 is displayed on Figure 34. Clearly, there is a transfer of 

displacement between the two faults in the relay structure, which is shown on the structure map 

of the top Stø Formation (Figure 21D). However, the displacements of faults 1 and 2 in the 

relay don’t add up to the maximum displacement of either fault 1 or 2, to the NE or SW, 

respectively. This suggests that faults 1 and 2, besides propagating upwards, propagated 

laterally towards the relay. This explains why the monocline is more developed and breached 

to the north, and less developed in the relay zone (Figure 20). The trishear model also predicts 

a 7-8º variation in fault dip, with the highest fault dip towards the NE.  
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Figure 34: Throw of faults 1 and 2 based on the cutoffs in Figure 23A. The stippled line on fault 2 represents the area affected 
by fault 3. 

 

Thickness variations can suggest when the faults were active in the area. The interpreted units 

do not display large thickness variations, indicating that they were deposited before faulting 

(Figure 20). However, as mentioned before, a thickness increase in the Hekkingen Formation 

is observed in the hanging wall of fault 3. This is most prominent in Figure 20I, and on the 

thickness map of the Hekkingen Formation (Figure 35A). The increase in thickness of the 

Hekkingen Formation in the hanging wall of fault 3, particularly towards the west (Figure 35A), 

could indicate that fault 3 was active during the deposition of this unit, in the late Oxfordian – 

Volgian. However, these are minor thickness variations in comparison to the most significant 

variations observed in the Kolmule Formation (Figure 35B), which was deposited in the Aptian 

– middle Cenomanian. Faults 1, 2 and 3 terminate in this formation. Therefore, the Kolmule 

Formation is a syntectonic unit, and faults 1-3 were formed in the Aptian-early Albian. This is 

consistent with Faleide et al. (2019). 
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Figure 35: Thickness map of (A) the Hekkingen Formation and (B) the Kolmule Formation. Fault polygons in B are from the 
horizon immediately below, top Kolje (Figure 21A). 
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5.4 Fluid flow 

The monocline is located at the crest of a ~20 km wide structure, which has a maximum relief 

of ~200 m (Figure 6). The structure contains hydrocarbons, and it is interesting with respect to 

fluid migration, particularly during the future development of the field. The relay ramp structure 

could play an important role for the upward migration of fluids, as these structures can be lateral 

and vertical pathways for fluid flow (Fossen & Rotevatn, 2016). However, the upper shaly 

successions in the monocline act as top seals and could prevent the fluids to migrate further 

upwards.  

Most faults that offset the folded Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous sediments terminate 

below the URU, which separates the fine-grained Kolmule Formation from the overlying 

Quaternary glacial deposits. However, on the seismic sections in Figure 20, the URU reflector 

is quite chaotic. It is not clear if some of the polygonal faults in the Kolmule succession offset 

the URU. Additionally, on the seismic section in Figure 20H, fault 3 terminates very close to 

the URU, but it is difficult to determine if the fault breaches the unconformity. If there is fluid 

flow along fault 3, and the fault offsets the URU, there is risk for fluids leaking up to the surface. 

However, the top Stø-top Kolmule sequence is quite shaly, and most probably there is a thick 

shale smear along fault 3 that prevents fluid flow. It is also important to consider possible 

migration pathways in the shallow polygonal faults. As the reservoirs are located at very 

shallow depth, there are no buffer zones to trap the fluids if they leak through the top seal via 

the polygonal faults.  

For the monocline in the top Stø-top Kolje succession, the largest strain magnitudes based on 

the trishear models are in the hanging wall, close to the fault, and in front of the fault in the 

forelimb area (Figure 32). In these areas, there can be fractures sub-parallel to the fault that, if 

they are open, can easily link to the fault and connect fluids to the surface (Figure 36). In the 

footwall and backlimb area, the strain is lower, and the predicted fractures have lower angle 

than the fault and may not be as effective in conducting fluids to the surface. However, areas 

of higher strain are not necessarily fractured, but could also accommodate the strain by other 

mechanisms than fracturing. This depends on the mechanical properties of the rocks (mainly 

shales) and their history of deformation.  

Makurat et al. (1992) concluded that there is an increased risk of fluids leaking through the top 

seal in areas where Cenozoic uplift exceeds 1.6 – 1.7 km. However, Hansen et al. (2020) 

describe gas accumulations in areas which have experienced ~2.0 km uplift. They propose that 
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shales which have experienced large uplift could still maintain their sealing capacities (i.e. they are not fractured) depending on their brittleness. 

The brittleness depends on several factors (e.g maximum burial depth, extent of cementation and consolidation), and not the uplift itself (Hansen 

et al., 2020). Thus, uplifted poorly consolidated shales are more likely to have a ductile behavior. Contrarily, uplifted well consolidated and 

cemented shales with similar composition are more prone to brittle fracturing. However, recent studies in the Barents Sea suggest that the greater 

risk of fluids leaking out of structural traps is related to reactivation of faults (Edmundson et al., 2020) and/or fault intersections at the top reservoir 

level (Hermanrud et al., 2014), than the integrity of the top seal. Additionally, in the study area, the Upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous sequence 

(top Stø to URU) is quite shaly (Figure 19) and therefore, the top seal is strong. The seismic data does not show any seismic anomalies indicating 

leakage through the faults or the top seal. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that there is a higher risk for fractured areas in the forelimb of 

the monocline. Optimally, one should verify these hypotheses using actual fracture indicators from well or seismic data. 

 
Figure 36: Zoom in of section 3 displaying the strain ellipses and LNFE from the best-fit trishear model. VE = 1.0. 
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6 Conclusions 

• A monocline in the Wisting field, Norwegian Barents Sea, was analyzed. This fold is 

developed in shaly Upper Jurassic–Lower Cretaceous sediments (Fuglen to Kolje 

formations) which are close (~150-200 m) to the seabed.  

• The fold is characterized as asymmetrical and non-cylindrical based on the principal 

curvatures. However, by filtering out the curvatures below a threshold value of 5 x 10-4 

m-1 (2000 m curvature radius), the fold can be classified as approximately cylindrical. 

•  The monocline is underlain by a NNE-SSW normal fault (fault 1) that towards the south 

links to another fault (fault 2) on a relay structure. From the relay structure, the fault 

displacement increases towards the NE on fault 1, and towards the SW on fault 2.  

• The monocline is continuous in sections 1 (SW) to 3 and is breached by the fault in the 

northernmost section 4.  

• The trishear model fits the geometry of the monocline. It predicts a fault nucleation 

depth in the Upper Triassic intra-Fruholmen succession in sections 1-3, and a shallower 

nucleation depth close to the top Fruholmen Formation in section 4. The model suggests 

that the P/S decreases from the south (P/S = ~2.8) to the north (P/S = ~2.2).  

• The fold was developed as result of displacement and propagation of the underlying 

fault, which was controlled by the mechanical stratigraphy. The fault offset the lower 

brittle sandstone successions, while it folded the upper shaly ductile successions.  

• The fault was mainly active during the Early Cretaceous (Aptian–Albian), during the 

deposition of the Kolmule Formation. 

• The strain predicted by the trishear models is maximum in the hanging wall areas close 

to the fault and in the forelimb of the monocline. There, two fracture sets are predicted, 

one sub-parallel to the fault and the other to bedding.  

• Although the top seal is strong and high strain in the monocline can be accommodated 

by mechanisms other than fracturing, it is important to recognize the risk fractures may 

present for fluids escaping to the surface through the monocline. 
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